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Although instruction in library service in teachers*
colleges is no innovation, it is apparent that a relatively
recent trend (regarding which there is still a divergence of
opinion), is the undergraduate major in library service.
Historically, a eommittee of the National Education
Association on instruction in library administration in normal
schools proposed, as early as 1903* & series of 10 lectures and
1
20 hours of praotioe work in library administration. A survey
of the U* S. Bureau of Education in 19li4- revealed that 93 the
l66 normal schools investigated offered Instruotion in library
service, varying in scope from a few lectures to oourses covering
2
a two year period. Of the 123 teachers colleges and normal
3
schools surveyed by Mary B» Robbins, 83 offered some instruotion
in sohool librarlanshlp•
The American Library Association Board of Education for
Librarlanshlp included in its Second Annual Report (1926) a 16
Elizabeth G, Baldwin, Report of the Committee on In»
struct ion in Library Administration in Normal SehooTs', (iNinona,
Minnesotat National Education Association, 1906}•
‘^Henry R. Evans, Library Instruction in Universities,
Colleges, and Normal Schools, (Washingtont U. S.' Government'
Printing bfl^ice, l9iU* U. S* Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1915,
no. 3U)•
^Mary E* Robbins, "Training Teacher-Librarians in Normal




8en«ster hour program for teaehar-librariaas as tbs minimum
roquiremeat to bo offered by normal schools* eolleges* and uni¬
versities*^ In 1955» 'til* Board reported that more than 100 in¬
stitutions in 33 states were offering courses in school library
2
service of less than library school caliber* The role of the
teachers college in the training of school librarians had become
a controversial issue*
In 1931* the American Library Association devised new
standards for a five-year program oulminating in a master's
degree* with the recommendation "that undergraduate programs
offered at other institutions shall be accepted by a library
school in so far as they contribute to the objectives of the
3
five-year program*"
Except for standards established by regional accrediting
agencies and state departments of education* there are no
standards for accrediting the twenty-four to thirty semester
hour programs in existence in numerous undergraduate curricula*
Tentative standards sat up by the American Library Association
Board of Education for Librarlanship in 1931 &nd approved for
use by the American Association of Colleges for Teaoher Educa¬
tion are intended for the undergraduate curriculum limited in
^American Library Association* Board of Education for
Librarlanship* Seoond Annual Report (Chicago! American Library
Association* 1926)* pp* 73"t4*
2
"Developments in Education for Librarlanship*" American
Library Association Bulletin* XXX (May, 1936)* 318*
^"Tentative Standards for Accreditation*" Amerioan
Library Association Bulletin* XLV (June* 1951)* 217^
3
soope from 13 18 semestor hoars*
Basing opinion upon the following citations as well as
many other indications in the literature on the subject* the
writer feels justified in assuming that the trend is toward ac¬
ceptance of the undergraduate program in library education*
"During the past four years a large number of undergraduate
colleges hare initiated courses in library serrice in an effort
to meet the growing demand for trained librarians, particularly
-2
school librarians*"
According to a recent report edited by Robert D. Leigh,^
there are approximately 600 institutions offering undergraduate
programs of one type or another* They appear in liberal arts
colleges, teacher training institutions, junior colleges, and
▼ooational schools* The largest number appear in teacher
training institutions*
The teacher education institutions now carry and will
continue toicarry, the major load in the training of school
librarians* **• the great bulk of training centers for
school librarians are in teacher training institutions and
are on the undergraduate level* For placement and certifi-
eation, the school is tied closely to the teaching profession
and is almost sure to remain so* It is on this.factual
basis that any realistic program must be built
American Library Association, Board of Education for
Librarianship. Standards for Library Science Programs in Teacher
Education Institutions (Chicago* Amerioan Library Association.
January 29, 19^2)* (Mimeographed)•
‘"Atlanta University School of Library Service, Conference
on Undergraduate Library Education, ed* by Virginia L* J^ones s
(Atlanta, Georgia* Atlanta University, I95I), "Introduction."
3Robert D* Leigh (ed.). Major Problems in the Education
of Librarians* (New York* Columbia University Press, 1^5^117,' pp•
66-67*
^lobert D* Leigh, Ibid*, p* 77*
^Robert 0* Leigh, Ibid*, p* 72*
h
It was inevitable that library courses in teacher
training institutions would increase in number and
eventually come to supply the majority of school li¬
brarians* A number of facts combined to cause this
development* some of which weres
1* The prevailing pattern of library education in
the professional library schools throughout the twenties*
which provided a general curriculum usually in the first
post-graduate year and withheld specialisation until the
second post-graduate year* extended the education of
school librarians beyond that of the classroom teachers*
2* The concentration of library schools in a few
sections of the country left great areas unserved by
professional library schools*
3* The reluctance of library schools to offer summer
courses and to provide opportunity for specialisation in
school librarianship forced schools to seek elsewhere for
school library personnel*
I4.* The insistence of school administrators on in¬
structional as well as library qualifications set a
requirement which many library school students could not
meet* and with which library schools were not entirely
in sympathy*
3* The tendency of the school administrator to turn
for his librarians to those institutions from which he was
accustomed to secure his teachers encouraged the offering
of library education in teacher-education institutions*
6* The large number of small schools which would not
appoint* or were not required by the standards under which
they operated to appoint* full-time librarians created a
demand for *teaoher-librarians* who were trained for
service as teachers as well as librarians* a type of train¬
ing that the library schools of that period weje not set
up to offer as part of their regular programs.
The most serious handicap under which library schools
have operated in relation to the undergraduate curricula
in teacher-education institutions have been the great
variety in length* content* and quality of the various
courses and the lack of accreditation or evaluation of
the programs*^
These undergraduate programs in teacher-education in¬
stitutions range in scope from the 6 to IB semester hours pro¬
gram designed for teacher-librarians to the 214. bo 30 semester
^Plorrinell P* Morton* "Training for School Librarian-
ship*" Library Trends* I (January* 1953)* 559»
^Ibid** p* 367*
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hours offered by undergraduate departments of library serTioe*
There is an obvious need for some degree of uniformity*
Purpose and Seope
This study is an attempt to determine whether the pro¬
gram of the Library Service Department of South Carolina State
College meets the on-the-job requirements of its graduates* to
justify subject specialisation at the undergraduate level* and
1
to support the following hypotheses as set forth by Erstedi
1* That all school librarians need to have a knowledge
of the purposes and functions of both the elementary and
secondary school library*
2* That school librarians need training in the fields
of educational objectives and methods* educational and social
psychology* curriculum development* reading and other related
content in the area of education*
3* That the existing dichotomy of training for teacher-
librarians (part-time librarians) and for professional school
librarians (full-time librarians) should be discontinued*
[4.* That professional education for school librarians
should begin in the undergraduate college or university program
(similar) to the subject specialisation in the preparation of
teachers)*
The study is limited to 51 graduates of the Library
Service Department of South Carolina State College* 1914.8-1955*
^Ruth M* Ersted* "The Education of School Librarians*"
(unpublished Master*s thesis* Graduate Library School* University
of Chicago* 193l)» p* 2*
6
Slgaifleanee
"Teachers colleges can perform a unique service to
school librarianship by adapting their courses to meet the
specific needs of their region* by relating their instruction
to the needs of their state."
Illiteracy continues to be a major problem in South
Carolina* According to the Eighty-eighth Annual Report of the
State Superintendent of Education of South Carolina (1953'56)
approximately 27 adults out of every one hundred* 23 years or
over are still functionally illiterate* A study of the enroll¬
ment through the public schools shows that half the children
2
drop out by the sixth grade* and thus the problem continues*
Statistics reveal that there are 2l|.3«37il- pupils enrolled
in Negro elementary and high schools* many of whom do not have
X
access to school library facilities*''
Of major concern in the development and improvement of
library service in South Carolina has been the problem of
personnel* Progress has been made during the past years
toward more and better trained librarians in our schools
*** As schools have consolidated and are in a better
position to develop adequate library programs* and as
elementary schools have established central libraries*
more full-time librarians are needed than in times past*
1 •*
Joe W* Kraus* "Teachers Colleges and the Education of
School Librarians*" College and Research Libraries* XTII (July*
ly36), 521.
2Marguerite Tolbert, "Adult Education*" Eighty-eighth
Annual Report of the State Superintendent of Eduea'^ion* State
of South Carolina* 1933*$^* (Columbia* South Carolina'* 1936) p*
^Eighty-eighth Annual Report of the State Superintendent
of Education* State of South Carolina* i933~$6 (Columbia* South '
Carolina* 19^^) P* 180*
^Nancy Jane Day, "School Library Services*" Eighty-seventli
Annual Report of t^ State Superintendent of Education* State of~~'
South 6~arollna* l93U"33> (Columbia* South Carolina. 19«?«?) dp* R6-
8 / *
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The immediate Talue of this study will lie in its
serTing as a yardstick by which the Library Service Department
can determine whether it is effectively meeting its objectives
and the needs of its students* It is hoped that the study will
also reveal some indication of the present practices and oon>
ditions in school libraries in South Carolina* the extent of
articulation between several graduate programs and the under¬
graduate program geared exclusively toward school librarianship•
With the lack of standardisation of undergraduate de¬
partments of library service and the vital and thought pro¬
voking problem of what should be included in the content of
undergraduate library courses* the information derived from this
study should be of interest to those concerned with making un¬
dergraduate curricula more functional as well as those con¬
cerned with obtaining better articulation between the two levels*
The study proposes to* at least* suggest a sounder basis for
determining undergraduate course content*
Related Literature
Literature discovered and analysed in an investigation
of the problem tended to vary widely in purpose and in approach*
The reports of two conferences on undergraduate education* one
sponsored by the Atlanta University School of Library Service^
2
and the other sponsored by the University of Nebraska contained
^Atlanta University School of Library Service* op* oit *
o
^University of Nebraska* Nebraska Conference on Under¬
graduate Library Education* ed* Floyd R*' Ueyert (Lincoln*
Nebraska* University oi Nebraska* 1951)*
8
data useful in determining the present status of undergraduate
library education* Both conferences accorded major emphasis
to the problem of curricula; many of the suggestions and reeom>
mendations have been incorporated in this study*
Similar in approach to this study but unquestionably
far more comprehensive in scope is the Hoage^ study of graduates
2
of accredited library schools* Nichols made a study of the
graduates of the Atlanta University School of Library Service^
19i;2-19^4-7• However, the purpose of both investigators was to
determine factors having the greatest effect upon turnover for
the groups involved*
5
Parks made a survey of the library science curriculum
in seventy-two colleges and universities in eleven Southern
states* His study was a compilation of facts; no evaluations
or recommendations were made* Dunaway^ investigated the courses
and number of hours offered, facilities of the colleges for
offering instruction, and the qualifications of the instructors
in five state-supported colleges which offered training for
school librarianship in the State of Arkansas,
^Annette Lewis Hoage, "Job History of a Library School
Class,” (Atlanta, Georgian School of Library Service, Atlanta
University, 1951)* (Mimeographed)*
p „
Rudolph Nichols, "A Job History of the Atlanta Univer¬
sity School of Library Service Graduates, 19U2^h71'* (unpublished
Master*8 thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta University,
19i+8)*
^Vernon Russell Parks, "The Library Science Curriculum
in Southern Colleges and Universities," (unpublished Master*s
thesis. Library School, George Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tennessee, 1932)*
Ur* D* Dunaway, "Training of School Librarians in Arkan¬
sas," (unpublished Master*s thesis. Department of Library Science,
Texas State College for Women, 1951)*
9
The purpose of "the study made hy Alstetter was to evalu¬
ate the preparation of 108 school librarians in terms ofs
(l) Professional adequacy, which is defined as the
amount of educational credit in library science; (2)
general adequacy, or college preparation in all fields
except library science; and (3) academic comprehensive¬
ness, or education in subject matter fields, both secon¬
dary and college preparation being included; (I4.) educa¬
tional comprehensiveness, or preparation in educational
subjects; and (3) recency, or date of last preparation in
library science.
o
Galbraith was interested in finding what school library
functions, in the opinion of school administrators, made the
most vital contribution to the program of the school, and
whether library school curricula provided for instruction in
these functions*
3
The Ersted study is the most similar in purpose and ap¬
proach to the present investigation in that she was concerned
with the content and scope of the education of elementary and
secondary school librarians, with the emphasis on the pro¬
fessional education of school librarians--kinds of knowledge,
specialized skills, and other content* However, this study
(Ersted) is not an evaluation of the professional education
which the respondents had received, although there was an "oc¬
casional inferential evaluation of this nature*"
^M* L* Alstetter, "Evaluating the Education of Secondary
School Librarians," School Review, XLVI (June, 1938), l4.55*62*
^R* B* Galbraith, "Evaluation and Teaching of School
Library Functions," (unpublished Master*s thesis. School of
Library Service, Columbia University, I9I4.7) *
^Ruth M. Ersted, op* cit*
10
Osbum eonsldered the Library Servlee Department of
the IflllersYille State Teachers College from a historical point
of Tiew, beginning with the fifteen-semester hour program of¬
fered in 1921 to the thirty-semester hour program of 1933»
Particularly helpful to the writer were the descriptions of the
courses currently offered.
2
Wahoski investigated curricula designed for school li¬
brarians in the Wisconsin State Colleges, giving evidence to
support the theory that the teacher training institution is
justified in considering library service courses as units in
teacher training*
3
Locke has produced a manual, the only one of its kind
discovered in the literature, for supervision of a field work
program for undergraduate library majors* She recommends at
least a three-hour per day, nine weeks internship period for
library service majors; and indicates that many of the desirable
outcomes of the field work period are intangibles*
Although some are philosophical discussions, numerous
articles related to the undergraduate program in library service
1
Harriet Osburn, "A History of the Library Service De¬
partment of the Millersville State Teachers College, Millers-
ville, Pennsylvania," (Master*s thesis. School of Library Science,
Drexel Institute of Teohnology, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, June
15. 1955).
^Helen Wahoski, "Curriculum Planning in the Wisconsin
State Colleges for the Preparation of School Librarians," (Mas¬
ter's thesis. Department of Library Science, University of Michi¬
gan, 1952).
^Anna Virginia Locke, "A Manual for Supervision of a
Work Experience Program for Undergraduate Library Service Stu¬
dents," (Master's project. School of Library Science, Western
Reserve University, September, 1953) •
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hava appeared in professional journals* Espeoially helpful were
the articles by Fargo*^ Baber*^ Eaton^ and Eraus*^
Methodology
The normative-survey method has been used in this study*
Data have been gathered principally by questionnaire* In ad¬
dition to general questions posed to reveal faots as well as
opinions, one section of the questionnaire consists of a oheek-
list of duties performed by school librarians} knowledge and
skills in general education, education and library service
courses which the respondents have found useful; and knowledge
and skills which they need but which have been limited or non¬
existent in their training*
Published and unpublished reports of Administrative
Officers have been utilised* South Carolina State College Cata¬
logues covering the years 1914-8-1955 have been consulted,
espeoially in regard to changes in the curriculum during the
period* Course outlines have been used to determine course con¬
tent* Reference has been made to the Standards of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools for Training in
1
Lucille F* Fargo, "Teachers Colleges in Relation to the
Training of Sohool Librarians," Peabody Journal of Education, X
(July, 1932), 1*5-52*
O
Carroll P* Baber, "School Librarians," Library Journal,
LXIV (April 1, 1939). 267-8*
^Thelma Eaton, "Educating the School Librarian," Educa¬
tional Administration and Supervision, XXXIII (December, T91*t).
2*1*9-14-59.
^Joe W* Eraus, op* oit*
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Sohool Library Service^ and to Standards for Library Solenoe
2
Programs in Teacher Eduoatlon Institutional however* the
latter has not been used for measurement as such* since they
are intended to accredit only undergraduate curricula totaling
13 to 18 semester hours*
Questionnaires were submitted to the 33 graduates (1914.8*
1955) of the Library Service Department? responses were re¬
ceived from 36 or 63 per cent of the total group* The sample
does not include in-service librarians who had enrolled in
courses offered during summer sessions and/or workshops* The
questionnaires were sent during the 1955-56 academic year; in¬
formation received from them and presented in this study per¬
tains to conditions which existed at that time* Discrepancies
in the data were checked through such means as personal inter¬
views and correspondence with those respondents who misinter¬
preted various items on the questionnaire*
Since the criticism has been made that job analysis as
a guide to curriculum building ties the school too much to the
status quo* the following investigations in the field of eduoa¬
tlon are cited in justification of the technique used in Chapter
7*
(1) Charters and Waples^ distributed elaborate checklists of
^Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools*
Standards for Training in Sohool Library Service* (Mimeographed)*
^American Library Association* Board of Education for
Librarianship* Standards for Library Science Programs *.* op* cit*
^* W* Charters and Douglas Waples* Commonwealth Teacher
Training Study (Chioagot University of Chicago* I929)*
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duties to teachers all over the country to ascertain the fre¬
quency of performance of each activity* they secured ratings on
the desirability of these activities* on the difficulty of
learning this activity* and on the appropriateness of learning
the skill in a teacher training institution*
(2) Ayer^ submitted a checklist containing 1*000 duties to
principals and superintendents asking them to check those duties
which they performed and to indicate roughly the frequency.
(3) Charters has also suggested the use of the job analysis
technique for determining "with considerable definiteness” the
content of student teaching courses*
Chapter V identifies 91 duties* activities and responsi¬
bilities (listed as 6l topics on the checklist) concluded to be
descriptive of all phases of school library work* Items in the
3
eheeklist are based to a great extent on Ersted«s study* but
other duties* activities* and responsibilities found in the
literature on school library administration are included* The
checklist was submitted to a group of experienced school li¬
brarians who are not graduates of this institution in an attempt
to check the reliability of the data supplied by the thirty-six
^Fred C* Ayer* "The Duties of the Public-School Adminis¬
trators*” American School Board Journal* LXXX (February* March*
May, 1930)* L3CXVIII (Fobruary-June* 1929)} LXXIX (August* Oc¬
tober* December* 1929)*
^W* W* Chatters* "Techniques of Determining Content of
Student-Teaching Courses*" Educational Administration and Super¬
vision* XV (May* 1929)* 3^3* '
^Ruth M* Ersted* op* oit*
Ik
respondents Inrolved in this study* This information was tabu¬
lated to determine in what respeots* if any* the findings dif¬
fered from the sample* There is no evidence presented in the
study to support this assumption* but it seems probable that
although the sample represents a very limited and somewhat
homogeneous group due to the basis for selection* the data may
represent the practices and opinions of other school librarians.
Course content has also been analysed and compared with actual
performance on the job to show the areas in which the students
had been exposed to the necessary training* and to indicate
areas in which their training was inadequate*
CHAPTER II
THE LIBRARY SERVICE DEPARTMENT OF
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE
A department of an institution must be considered in
its relationship to the institution which it serves; oonse-
quently* the writer proposes to give a brief desoriptlon of
South Carolina State College, so as to show the relationship of
the library service program to the total program of the College.
Data for this section were obtained from published Annual Re¬
ports of the President and from Catalogues of the Institution.
South Carolina State College, the only state-supported
Institution of higher learning for Negroes in the State of South
Carolina, has been in existence since 1896, when the South Caro¬
lina General Assembly enacted statutes providing for its estab¬
lishment .
"It is the function of the College to promote liberal
education and practical education by which the student may be
aided in making valuable use of his field of study and a wise
,1
choice of life work."
The program of the College is approved by the State
Department of Education of South Carolina, by the Southern
^South Carolina State College, Catalogue Number, 1955-56,
ILV, No. 3» (Orangeburg, South Carolina, South Carolina State
College, June, 1956). P* 25.
15
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Assooiatloa of Colleges and Secondary Schools as a Class ’’A*
institutions and by the Association of American Colleges.
•Por convenience of administration, the work of the In¬
stitution is grouped as follows:^
The College of Arts and Sciences
The School of Agriculture
The School of Sducation
The School of Engineering and Industrial Education
The School of Home Economics
The School of Graduate Studies
The School of Law
The Summer School
The Extension School.**
The tabulation which follows shows the undergraduate en¬
rollment of the College as of September, 1955* the year in which
2
this study terminates! -
TABLE 1
UNDERGRADTJATE ENROLLMENT, 1955
Academic Divisions Male Female T otal
School of Arts and Sciences 213 199 I4.I2
School of Agriculture 130 • • • 130
School of Education 86 3hk h30
School of Home Economics • • • Qh Qk
School of Industrial Education 98 1 99
School of Engineering 30 1 31
T otal 557 629 1,186
^Ibid., p. 25.
o
‘=^South Carolina State College, Annual Report Number, for
the Period October, I95il. to October, 19^5* (Orangeburg, South
Carolina, South Carolina State College, 1955)* P* 29*
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During the school year 193h“33» 'the Staff numbered as
followsi^ 106 teachers, 2k. administrators, and 66 staff as¬
sist ant 8 •
Sinoe one requirement of the Standards of the Southern
Assooiation of Colleges and Secondary Schools for an institution
offering training in school library service is that the library
of the institution must contain 23*000 volumes of usable books,
exclusive of government documents, the following citation is
giveni
As of March 1, 1955» there were h3»933 volumes in the
library ••• The Library is subscribing to I4.90 periodicals
and newspapers ••• The Library now has some 3*250 items
of publications and documents of the various s^at e govern¬
ments and the government of the United States*
The School of Education includes four departments of¬
fering undergraduate instructions Element ary Education, Health
and Physical Education, Music, and Library Service*
Felton Training School, the laboratory school, gives
students in the School of Education opportunity to observe and
study modern elementary school (grades one through eight) prao-
tioe* Members of the Felton Staff are considered as staff mem¬
bers of the School of Education.
Philosophy attd Objectives
As evidenced by the demahd for school librarians from
areas throughout the State of South Carolina and adjoining areas
^Ibid*, p• 61 *
2 Ibid*, p* 52.
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in proportion to supply, tha Library Service Department of South
Carolina State College serves an important and necessary func¬
tion* The objectives of the Department are* (1) to offer
basic training for school library personnel in elementary and
secondary schools, (2) to provide in-service training oppor¬
tunities through summer sessions, workshops, and conferences,
and (5) to prepare students for graduate work in specialised
areas of librarianship*
This basic program of undergraduate library education
has no intention of invalidating the need for a fifth year of
professional eduoation for the school librarian in a graduate
library sehool: rather, it is structured as one on which the
fifth year might be based* The program of the Library Service
Department is intended to equip its graduates with the knowledges
and skills necessary for the performance of the basic duties and
responsibilities of the school librarian* The underlying philoso¬
phy of the Library Service Department is constant evaluation,
having as its purpose the improvement of the program*
Brief History
As a department of instruction, the Library Service De¬
partment began operation in September, 19i|6. However, the State
Agricultural and Meohanioal College Extension Work Bulletin,
July, 1931# includes two courses in library service in the list¬
ing of curricula offerings* •Cataloging and Classification of
Books* and "Book Selection and Ordering for Libraries*" Prior
to 19^6# courses offered in library service were designed pri¬
marily for students majoring in Elementary Eduoation and were
19
taught hy memhers of the Library Staff.
A Survey Committee of George Peabody College for Teach¬
ers, Nashville, Tennessee, in its Report, Public Higher Eduoa-
tion in South Carolina in 19U6, noted that*
One of the most serious problems in relation to the
college education of Negroes of South Carolina is the
poor preparation of incoming students. The survey re¬
vealed that the graduates of the high schools of South
Carolina are, on the whole, not prepared to do college
work. They are particularly weak in their ability to
use research and library materials.
Negro high schools of South Carolina need to establish
and maintain good libraries, and there is needed a corps
of trained school librarians to direct these libraries.
The College at Orangeburg has the responsibility for the
training of these school librarians.^
The following recommendation was made* ”A department
of library service at the undergraduate level should be estab¬
lished at the College South Carolina State College to give
the minimum training in library service required of teachers by
2
the new certification law."
During the school year 19U6-i4.7» a- course of study {2U-
semester hours for a major} 18 semester hours for a minor) was
planned and approved by the Curriculum Committee of the College.
The initial appropriation for equipment, instructional materials,
and salaries was shared by the General Education Board and South
Carolina State College. The General Education Board contributed
$10,800.00 toward the support of the program of instruction in
^George Peabody College for Teachers, Public Higher Edu-
cation in South Carclina, a Survey Report by The Division of
Surveys and Field Services (Nashville, Tennessee, George Peabody
College for Teachers, 19l4'6), p. 3^5*
^Ibid., p. 568.
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library aerrioe.^ The chart which appears on the pages follow¬
ing shows the basis for the financial support of the Department
during the first fire years of its existence (see Figure !)•
An annual budget is provided to support the program of instruc¬
tion and to secure its continuing development*
The Library Service Department^ organized originally as
a Department in the Division of Liberal Arts* was staffed until
1931 one professional person who served as administrator and
instructor, with the aid of a student worker* The services of
two additional instructors were secured for workshops during the
summer session of 19^8 and 19U9* Enrollment for the years
covered in this study is given in Table 2*
Organization and Administration
The Library Service Department is organized as an in¬
structional unit* Since 1930 it has been a part of the School
of Education.(see Figure 2)* The Chairman of the Department is
responsible for the administration of the program, having the
authority to accept or reject students, recommend faculty, plan
and revise the curriculum* Under the direct supervision of the
Dean of the School of Education, the Staff of the Department
works closely with the Supervisor of Directed Teaching, with the
Staff of the Felton Training School, and with other faculty of
the institution on various committees*
^Letter from W* W. Brierley, of the General Education
Board to the President of the College, February 15» I9I4.6* (Car¬
bon copy in the files of the Department)*
p
Nancy Hoyle, Field Representative, General Education
Board, "Library Service Training Program," December 12, I924.5*
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sistants for Library
Science Program
Pay one-half salary. Pro¬
fessor of Library Science
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Classroom and office space
for Library Science Classes
A full-time professional
assistant for the College
Library Staff (to replace
a sub-professional employee
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for Library Science classes
2. A full-time professional as¬
sistant for the College Li¬
brary Staff (to replace a
sub-professional employee who
is retiring)
3* Clerical and student as¬







Pay full salary of Professor
of Library Science
College supports full pro¬
gram
Fig. 1. Library Service Training Program
Admission to the library service program is based upon
personal and academic qualifications. Although students planning
to major in library service make application early in the fresh¬
man year (sophomore transferees accepted pending qualifications)•
at least h5 semester hours of college work must have been com¬
pleted and a 1.6 quality point average (the equivalent of C«)
attained before they are eligible to enroll in courses in li¬
brary service.^ Personal qualifications include intellectual
curiosity, physical vigor, and a genuine interest in people and
books.
^Effective at the beginning of the 1956-57 regular ses¬
sion, students are required to have a 2.6 quality point average
for admission to the Department (South Carolina State College,
Catalog Number, 1933-56, p. 119).
TABLE 2
ENROLLMENT OP THE LIBRARY SERVICE DEPARTMENT 191+6 - 1955


















I^k6-h1 5 • • • 1 1 • • • • • • • • • 6
191+7-1+8 • • • 1+ 1+ • • # 1+ 1+ • • • 1+ 1+ • • • 1+ 1+ • • • • • • • • • 16
191+8-1+9 • • • 1+ 1+ • • • 5 5 • • • 10 10 • • • 5 5 • • • • • • • • • 22
191+9-50 • • • 9 9 • • • 5 5 1 • • • 1 • • • 9 9 • • • 5 5 25
1950-51 • • # 7 7 • • • 9 9 • • • 5 5 1 • • • 1 • • • 1+ 1+ 21+
1951-52 1 18 19 • # • 7 7 • • • 10 10 • # • 5 5 • • • 1 1 1+2
1952-55 • • • 10 10 • • • 18 18 • • • 8 8 • • • 11 11 • • • • • • • • • 1+7
1955-51+ • • • 11 11 • • • 9 9 16 16 • • • 9 9 • • • 5 5 1+8






















Pig* 2* Administrative chart showing
relationship of the Library Service Depart¬
ment to the School of Education*
Personnel
The regular staff of the Library Service Department con¬
sists of three full-time employees - two instructors (one of
whom serves as the administrative offiver), and a secretary*
The Department also has the part-time services of two student
assistants* During the summer session, a visiting instructor
shares the teaching load of the Department, which Includes serv¬
ing as library associates for a graduate course. Education 500
(Elements of Research). Enrollment for this course during summer
sessions necessitates having from three to five sections* Teach¬
ing loads are satisfactory* Taken into consideration in adjust¬
ing the teaching load of the Chairman are administrative duties
25
and th« supervision of the field work program*
Both instructors in the Department had graduate pro¬
fessional degrees in library services the Chairman (as of 1955)
with the M*S»L*S» and the other instruotor with the B»S«L»S«
The Chairman holds the rank of Associate Professors the in¬
structor is ranked as Assistant Professor* Both had had varied
sohool library* college library* and teaching experience*
Quarters and Equipment
Quarters for the library service program include a com¬
bination classroom-laboratory library and an office* Equipment
for the two rooms includes library tables* individual desks*
chairs, shelving* five typewriters, a vertical file* card cata¬
log case* two dictionary stands* one magatine rack, two book
trucks* one bulletin board* a portable blackboard* two supply
cabinets* a filmstrip projector* record player* and a mimeograph
machine*
Special materials needed for instructional purposes in¬
clude a representative collection of books and non-book materials
for children and young people; a collection of professional
books* periodicals* and audio-visual materials* The depart¬
mental collection serves a four-fold purpose:
1* As library and laboratory for library service majors*
2* As library for students enrolled in service courses
offered by the Department (Children*s Literature and
Library Guidance for Teachers)*
3* As library for the laboratory school* No other
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library facilities are available for these pupils
on the College oampus*
U* As a model for in^serviee librarians*
Inventory (in 1955) showed the following book count and
distribution!
TABLE 3
BOOK COUNT AND DISTRIBUTION BY CLASSES
OP LABORATORY COLLECTION, 1955
Dewey Classifioation Number of Titles
000 General Works • • • • 28!!
100 Philosophy . • . . 11
200 Religion • • • • 35
300 Social Sciences • • . • 172
i!00 Language • • • • 39
300 Pure Science • • . • 79
600 Applied Science • • • • 62
700 Art • • • • 51
800 Literature . . • • 95
900 History • • . • 127
Fiction® • . . . 57!+
Total 1,636
Includes most of the professional collection*
^Includes fiction for children and young adults.
Periodicals subscribed to include professional journals
and periodicals for children and young people*
Curriculum
The curriculum, which includes thirty semester hours in
library service, constitutes an undergraduate major and is
planned in accordance with state and regional certification re¬
quirements for school librarians* The entire eurrioulum is
planned in relation to the institution's program of general and
professional eduoation} it combines courses in the fields of
education and library service with the usual balanced program
in the liberal arts, including concentration in an academic sub¬
ject, which serves as a minor* (A photostatio copy of the cur¬
riculum designed for library service majors as it appears in
the College Catalog is given in the Appendix)*
The curriculum attempts to develop in prospective school
librarianst
1* An understanding of the role of the library in re¬
lation to the philosophy, objectives, and educational
program of the school*
2* An mnderstanding of the contribution of books and
reading to the developmental tasks of children and
adolescents *
3* A knowledge of materlalst their content, evaluation,
and use*
I4.* An understanding of library organisation and ad-
mini stration*
3* A basis for graduate study*
6* An enthusiasm for the profession, and an awareness
of the unique responsibilities of the school librari¬
an*
These specific objectives are implemented through course
offerings in the following areass
1* Philosophy, principles, and purposes of libraries
and librarianship.
2* Content, selection, and use of books and other material
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3* Organisation of these materials for use*
ll* Administration of school libraries*
Supervised practice in school libraries for a six weeks
period is a requirement of the program* School libraries used
as centers have been approved by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools* Through supervised practice*
the student is given opportunity to actively participate in all
phases of school librarianship*
In the non-academic area, the Library Service Depart¬
ment attempts to encourage qualities of leadership and wholesome
group participation by means of the Library Service Club* an
organisation whose membership is open to all students majoring
in library service* In addition to giving the student a sense
of belonging to a professional group and giving him opportunity
to participate with other prospective librarians in professional
and recreational activities* the Library Service Club serves as
a "recruiting device*"
CHAPTER III
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GRADUATES OF T HE
LIBRARY SERVICE DEPARTMENT, 19i+8-1955
"For a teacher training institution the criterion of
effectiye service is the teaching success of its graduates*”
Although no attempt is made in this study to measure the "sue-
cess” of the graduates of the Library Service Department in terms
of evaluations made by administrative officials or others who
might be in position to evaluate, an attempt is made to measure
tlxe "success” of the Department in meeting the on-the-job re¬
quirements of its graduates*
Between the years 1948 and 1935* '^he Library Service
Department has had fifty-five graduates, all of whom completed
the thirty semester hours of library service then required by
state and regional standards* One objective of this study is to
supply as much relevant data as possible on the graduates of the
Department; consequently, there are facts included in this Chap¬
ter which apply to the entire group and which were secured from
the files of the Department through individual folders for these
graduates and from correspondence with them regarding placement*
Fifty-three of the 55 graduates are native South Caro¬
linians; two are from Georgia, and one is a native of Florida*
^Bdaa M* Marshall, Evaluation of Types of Student Teach¬




As to sex, only one of the 55 graduates is male* Regarding
marital status, 18 have married since graduation, three were
married prior to graduation, and 15 are single* As of 1955*
their ages ranged from 20 to 36* with the majority falling in
the 20 to 30 bracket* Fifteen of the 55 ®^re now living tem¬
porarily or permanently in other states, but the majority by far
have, during some years since their graduation, worked in the
State of South Carolina* Marriage is in most eases accountable
for their leaving* Of this group who were not in the State in
1956, eight (all of whom had served as school librarians in
South Carolina) returned the questionnaires submitted to them*
Table 1|, gives the replies received to the questionnaire by year
of graduation*
TABLE h
















T otal 55 36
An examination of Table ]+ shows that 10 of the 36 re¬
plies were from graduates of the class of 1955, and seven replies
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were from graduates of the class of TJ'® sample is not
balanced In terms of years of experience* Seventeen of the re¬
spondents had had from one to two yeeurs of experience! 19 of
the respondents had had from three to eight years of experience*
Although replies from a larger number of the older graduates
would have been of value* the writer feels that the findings
have value in that the recent graduates are in a better position
to determine the inadequacy of their training than others whose
experience might have provided them with knowledge and skills
which they did not acquire in the training program*
The remainder of this Chapter will bo devoted to a de¬
scription of the types of library positions held by the re¬
spondents* the extent of graduate study pursued* opinions re¬
garding the undergraduate program at South Carolina State Col¬
lege* and opinions regarding the articulation of the under¬
graduate and graduate library training programs*
Table 3 summarizes the types of positions held by the
respondents*
TABLE 5
TYPES OP POSITIONS HELD BY RESPONDENTS
Types of Positions Full-time Part-time
Secondary 17 11+
Elementary 2 1
Elementary and Secondary h • • •
Yocat ional 2 • • •
School-Public 1 • • «
Air Force Base Library 1 • • •
S eoretary-librarian 1 • • •
Teacher 2 • • •
Total 30 15
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In r^ply to the question* "If you were not employed as
a librarian during any year between \9h9~3^ 195U"55» please
oheok (x) reason*" four indloated that they were unemployed
from one to two years because of marriage and family responsi-
bilities* and three indicated that they were unemployed for the
same reason when the questionnaire was submitted in 193^*
two respondents who were employed for one year as full-time in¬
structors in English indicated that there were no wacancies in
their localities for librarians at that time*
Fifteen of the 3^ respondents in the sample have held
positions as teacher-librarians* In reply to the question*
"How many clock hours per day did you work in the library?" the
answers ranged from two to five (see Table 6)*
TABLE 6
NUMBER OF CLOCK HOURS PER DAY TEACHER-LIBRARIANS
SPENT IN THE LIBRARY
Number of Clock Hours






Subject courses taught by the IJ4. teacher-librarians in
secondary schools include English* 13 respondents} social
studies* nine respondents; and* mathematics* one respondent*
The one respondent who served as teacher-librarian on the
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elementary level taught seventh grade*
Graduate Study
An attempt was made in the section of the questionnaire
regarding graduate study (See Appendix for oopy of questionnaire)
to evaluate one ohjeotive of the Library Service Department}
namely, to prepare students for graduate work in specialized
areas of librarianship* Eighteen of the librarians in the
sample had done graduate study* Thirteen of these 16 or 3^
cent have studied in the field of library service including two
who have received degrees* It is interesting to note that the
five respondents who have not enrolled in graduate library
schools have returned for from one to two summer sessions at
South Carolina State College for graduate work* The Graduate
School offers a major in Education, with a minor in the follow¬
ing subject areast Agriculture, Biology, Chemistry, Elementary
Education, English, Home Economics, Industrial Education, Mathe¬
matics, and Social Studies* Personal interviews with this group
revealed that the majority had as their immediate objective
meeting requirements for advancement in certification of the
South Carolina Department of Education* Four of the five indi¬
cated that they plan to earn advanced degrees in the field of
library service* Only replies to this section of the question¬
naire from the 13 respondents who have enrolled in graduate
library schools were tabulated* Table 7 summarizes the extent




AMOUNT OP GRADUATE STUDY COMPLETED BY RESPONDENTS
Sessions Attended Number of Respondents
One summer session •••••••.•• 7
Two summer sessions k
Three summer sessions 1
One semester (winter session) • . • • • 0
One full year (winter session) . . . • 1
In reply to the question, *lNere you given credit hours
for undergraduate courses,* eight checked "Yesj* five indicated
that they did not receive credit for courses taken in the under¬
graduate program (see Table 8)* The time of enrollment is a
factor which may have affected replies to this question. Some
library schools have revised their programs within very recent
years and now accept credit for library courses taken at the
undergraduate level.
TABLE 8
FRE(1UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CREDIT HOURS ACCEPTED
BY GRADUATE LIBRARY SCHOOLS









Exempted from the core courses through
examination.
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In reply to the question* *In your opinion* did the
undergraduate training which you received serve as an effective
basis for graduate work*" 11 checked "Yes* without doubt*" and
two checked "Yes* with reservations*"
C HA.pt ER IV
COLLEGE COURSES, EXCLUDING LIBRARY SERVICE
COURSES, TAKEN BY RESPONDENTS
Currioulum oonstruotion and revision is a major oonoern
of those persons who are responsible for the administration of
the Library Serrice Department* Although the currioulum is af¬
fected by state, regional, and institutional requirements, and
although proposed revisions must be approved by the Curricula
and Schedule Committee and the President of the College, con¬
siderable liberty is given individual departments in determining
course requirements for majors in the department*
Chapter IV is concerned with an evaluation of areas of
academic education, excluding library service, to which the re¬
spondents in this study had been exposed as undergraduates* In
addition, courses were listed which are being considered for in¬
clusion in the curriculum, either as a required course or as an
elective*
Section II-B of the questionnaire (see Appendix) contains
32 courses in areas of the Humanities, the Social Sciences (in¬
cluding professional courses in Education) and the Pure Sciences*
The writer examined college catalogs for the years covered in
this study to determine courses required of library service
majors and to note revisions in the curriculum. Schedule II-B
includes a composite list of those courses* The five courses
included in the checklist which have not been required of
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library serTioe majors are Tests and Measurements* Publie
Speaking* Currioulum Development* The Teaching of Reading and
Materials and Methods of Teaching in the Elementary Sohool*
A factor which is incidental to the findings presented
in this Chapter but which is to be considered in curriculum
planning is the total number of credit hours required for gradu¬
ation* It is interesting to note that the total number of
hours had been increased from 152 in 19U8* to 135 193kt in
1956* they were reduebd to 129* Another consideration in cur¬
riculum planning for individual students is the choice of a
minor* Subject areas selected by the majority of the respondents
were English and Social Studies; two have minors in French* one
in Biology* and one in Business Administration*
For each of the 32 courses which are included in the
checklist (see Checklist in Appendix)* the respondents noted its
usefulness in school library work* Five degrees of "usefulness"
were listedt "Essential*" "Of considerable U3e*""0f some use*"
*0f little use*" "Of no use*" In addition* the respondents in¬
dicated whether they considered their academic education adequate
or inadequate* Table 10 in the Appendix presents a summary of
the replies of the 38 librarians involved in this study*
Of the 38 courses in the checklist* 13 were considered
essential by 23 or more respondents; six were considered es¬
sential by 13 to 23 respondents; seven were considered essential
by fewer than 13 respondents* The following courses were con¬
sidered essential by 23 or more librarians:
Adolescent Psychology English Literature
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American Gcvernment General Psychology
American Literature Geograp hy
Ancient History Materials and Methods
Curriculum Development of Teaching in the
Personal and Community Secondary School
Hygiene Sociology
Public Speaking The Teaching of Heading
Hhetorio and Composition United States History
Courses considered essential by fewer than 13 were Art Appreci¬
ation* French* German* Materials and Methods of Teaching in the
Secondary School* Music Appreciation* Philosophy* and Tests and
Measurements•
Of the courses considered essential by 23 or more li¬
brarians* the respondents indicated that they had received
marked inadequacy of academic training in Adolescent Psychology*
Curriculum Development* Public Speaking* and the Teaching of
Heading* The lowest "adequacy" rating was given to the Teaching
of Heading*
The largest number of respondents who checked the "Of
considerable use" column for any one course was 11 for the History
and Philosophy of Education* Six of the 11 respondents either
underscored the words "Philosophy of Education" or placed an
asterisk by the work "Philosophy." This was interpreted by the
writer to mean that the phase of the course devoted to the
philosophy of education was more useful than the phase dealing
with the history of education.
The largest number of respondents who considered a course
"Of little use" was 10* The course receiving this rating was
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Philosophy* This eoursa is no longer required*
Very few courses were considered "Of no use" hy the
respondents* French and German were considered of no use by
four respondents* Others given such a rating by even fewer re¬
spondents aret Art Appreciation* History and Philosophy of Edu¬
cation* Materials and Methods of Teaching in the Secondary
School* and Music Appreciation*
The following conclusions can be drawn from the material
presented in this chapters (l) the fact that few subjects were
noted as "Of little use" by few librarians reveals that the work
of the school librarian embraoes many fields* (2) The course
in "Human Growth and Development" is not adequate enough in
scope to meet the needs of the respondents in the area of Ado¬
lescent Psychology* (3) The course in Public Speaking* an
elective* is considered "essential" by 32 of the 3^ librarians*
29 of whom oonsidered their academic training inadequate* Very
few have taken the course as an elective* (li.) Courses in the
area of the Social Studies (including courses in the field of
Education) are oonsidered of utmost importance in school library
work* (3) ^be course The Teaching of Reading was oonsidered
essential by 26 of the 3^ respondents* although 27 of them con¬
sidered their training in this course inadequate*
CHAPTER V
CONTENT OP LIBRARY SERVICE COURSES
taee:n by respondents
In p art ooe C hapt er V an analysis is made of the duties
and aotivities of the ^6 librarians as.reported in Schedule II-A
of the questionnaires submitted to them* Part tyn of this ohap*
ter consists of a eorrelatlon of topical outlines for library
service courses to these duties and activities performed by the
respondents*
Analysis of Duties and Activities
The major purposes of Schedule II-A were to determine
the nature* frequency of performance* and curriculum value of
the duties performed by the librarians in the sample* Speoifi*
eally* the checklist was designed to answer four questionsi
(1) As a school librarian* do you perform these duties
and activities?
(2) If you do perform these duties and activities* how
frequently do you perform them?
(3) Was the training which you received in the under¬
graduate program adequate for the performance of
these duties and activities?
(I|.) In your opinion* is formal training necessary for
each of these duties and activities* or are there
some for which the skill and knowledge necessary for
performance can be acqulrecd by experience on the job?
I4O
Duties and aetivities were grouped into the following
eategorlest (l) Administrative* (2) Teohnioal* (3) Servioes to
teachers and pupils* and (!{.) Miscellaneous* A numerical count
of the- respondents who actually performed the duties and ac¬
tivities listed* the frequency of performance* and their opin¬
ions regarding the adequacy of and the necessity for formal
training for the performance of these duties and activities
are given (see Table 11-Appendix)•
Duties and Activities Pertaining to the
.Administrative Phases of
School Librarianship
Of the duties and activities listed* all were performed
to some extent by the majority of respondentst the greatest
variations were in the frequency of performance* Items from the
checklist will be used as headings for discussion:
(1) Determining library policies*
Replies indicated that all of the respondents determined
library policies* that the majority* 23* determined policies
annually* that their academic training for assuming this re¬
sponsibility was adequate 32* and that academic training was
necessary* There were no provisions in the questionnaire for
indicating whether policies were determined solely by the li¬
brarian* or by the librarian in conjunction with students and/or
faculty committees*
(2) Determining library routines* rules* et cetera*
Responses here bear a close relationship to Item 1* and
were similar* Twenty-six of the 36 respondents determined li¬
brary routines* rules* et cetera annually} 34 considered their
training adequate and 33 considered formal training a neoes sary
factor•
(3) Coordinating library aotivities with the program of the
school*
Twenty-nine of the 36 replies indicate that the co¬
ordination of library aotivities with the program of the school
was a daily responsibility; 29 felt that their training was
adequate for assuming this responsibility, and 32 thought aca¬
demic training necessary*
(I4.) Scheduling pupil assistants to work in the library*
Apparently, the majority of the school librarians had
pupil assistants; only one indicated that she never had occasion
to schedule pupil assistants* However, replies showed con¬
siderable variation in frequency of scheduling, with the majority
of the respondents scheduling pupil assistants monthly* Nota¬
tions on six of the questionnaires indicate that some of the
respondents have drawn a justifiable line of demarkation between
the time factor (frequency factor) involved in scheduling pupil
assistants and the scheduling of duties* For example, four of
the six indicated that although the pupil assistants are
scheduled for the same periods during an entire school year,
their duties are scheduled or rotated monthly* The other three
indicated that schedules are made at the beginning of each
semester* No provision was made for this variation in the
questionnaire* The majority considered their academic training
adequate and necessary*
(5) Training and supervising staff*
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Responses reveal that the majority of the school li-
hrarians did not have paid clerical assistance* Nineteen indi-
eated that they "never" trained or supervised paid clerical
workers* There were 13 "no responses*" which seemed to indicate
that the respondents did not think this duty applicable to their
situations* The almost equal distribution of frequency reported
for the training and supervising of pupil assistants has con¬
vinced this investigator that provision should have been made
in the questionnaire for a differentiation between "training"
and "supervising" in regard to frequency* Sixteen respondents
indicated that they train and supervise pupil assistants daily;
13 checked weekly; two monthly* While it is reasonable to as¬
sume that supervision is necessary daily* the need for training
daily seems questionable; thus* this weakness in the construc¬
tion of Item 3^ is recognised* Thirty-three of the replies
favored academic training; 32 felt that their training was
adequate*
(6) Planning quarters and equipment*
The majority of the respondents* 30 of the 3^* reported
that they planned quarters and equipment annually; one* quar¬
terly; and five* never* Apparently* school administrators are
becoming aware of the librarian's responsibility in planning
quarters and equipment* and of the unique contribution which
school librarians can make in this area as a result of their
on-the-job knowledge of the services and activities that are to
be accommodated* In the judgment of 29 of the 3^ reporting*
their academic training was adequate; the consensus of opinion
was that aeademie training is necessary*
(7) Planning publicity*
According to the replies* the majority* 19 of the re¬
spondents planned publicity weekly} three indicated that this
is a daily activity* and lit. planned publicity monthly* Twenty-
nine of the respondents thought their academic training was
adequate: 32 considered academic training necessary*
(8) Budget-making*
Budget-making was an annual responsibility for ^0 of
the 36 respondents* Twenty-seven rated their academic training
as adequate; 3^ considered it necessary* Familiarity with mainy
of the school libraries in the State leads this investigator to
make the observation that budget-making for most of the school
librarians involved in this study consisted of allocating por¬
tions of the annual appropriation from the general school fund
designated for library expenditures* In many oases* this ap¬
propriation was based upon standards; in others* it was left to
the discretion of the school administrator or the local board of
education*
(9) Seeping financial records*
There is a wide variation in the time interval for
keeping financial records* Fourteen respondents checked monthly*
nine checked annually* six quarterly* and two daily* Twenty-
five of the librarians considered their academic training ade¬
quate; 31 considered it necessary*
(10) Keeping attendance records*
The data revealed that the largest proportion of
respondents* 27 kept daily attendance records* four kept month¬
ly records* and five made no check on attendance* Thirty-four
thought their academic training adequate* and 19 (the majority
by a small margin) considered formal training unnecessary*
(11) Making reports
a* There was a wide range of practice in regard to
making reports to the principal* Nineteen* the majority* re¬
ported to the principal annually; four reported quarterly* and
three made monthly reports* Twenty-seven considered their
training adequate* and 30 considered formal training necessary*
b* Similar variations in frequency are noted in making
reports to the superintendent* Eighteen replies indicated that
reports were made annually* four quarterly* and three monthly*
Eleven never reported directly to the superintendent* Twenty-
seven felt that their training was adequate* and 30 felt that
academic training was necessary*
c* Responses in regard to making reports to the state
supervisor* are more uniform* Thirty-three made annual reports
three did not report to the state supervisor* Twenty-seven con
sidered their training adequate; 30 felt that training was
necessary*
(12) Evaluating the services of the library.
Extreme variations are noted in these responses* Ten*
the majority by a small margin* evaluated annually; seven quar¬
terly* five monthly* and four weekly* Twenty considered their
training adequate; 30 considered it necessary* and six gave no
responses* Since evaluation is supposedly a continuous process
the matter of interpretation of frequency may have influenced
the responses to this item* The implication is* however* that
at these stated intervals* a formal review of the services of
the library was made*
(13) Cooperating witht
a* Pupil organizations
A.ooording to the responses* cooperating with pupil or>
ganizatlons was a weekly activity for 17 (the majority)* a
daily activity for 12* monthly for six* and quarterly for one*
Twenty-nine considered their training adequate; 22 considered
formal training necessary*
b* Supervisors*
Although no distinction was made between local super¬
visors and the state supervisor on the checklist* it must be
conceded that the existence of local supervisors in some areas
may have influenced the wide variation in responses to Item 13b*
Fifteen respondents indicated that they cooperated with super¬
visors daily* seven weekly* four annually* and one quarterly*
Two had never cooperated* Twenty-nine thought their formal
training adequate; 20 thought formal training necessary* and
four gave no responses for this item*
c* Public libraries
The fact that public library services are non-existent
in many areas of the State* doubtless* affected responses to
Item 130* Fifteen (the majority) checked never* seven monthly*
three quarterly* and one weekly* Twenty thought their academic
training was adequate* and 21 thought training necessary*
d* Parent-Teaeher Assooiations*
The replies indicate that most of the sehool librarians
cooperated with Parent-Teacher Associations monthly* Twenty-
five checked this column* Two of the respondents checked dally;
one checked weekly* and one quarterly* Seven indicated that
they did not cooperate with Parent-Teacher Associations* Twenty
nine considered their training adequate* and 19 (the majority
by a small margin) thought formal training necessary*
e* Professional organisations*
The majority* 19* of the respondents indicated that they
cooperated with professional organizations monthly* 13 oo-
operated annually* two cooperated weekly* and two did not co¬
operate* Thirty-one considered their academic training adequate
and there was an equal distribution between those who thought
formal training necessary* and those who considered it unnecesa
sary *
(liv) Serving on curriculum and other school committees*
A rather wide variation in frequency is revealed*
Eighteen (the majority) served on curriculum coiamittees monthly*
eight weekly* four annually* two dally* and four have never
served on curriculum and other school committees* Twenty-two
considered their training adequate; 3U considered formal train¬
ing necessary*
(15) Maintaining discipline*
This is the only item in the entire questionnaire on
which there was complete agreement regarding frequency of use*
The 3^ respondents indicated that maintaining discipline was a
daily duty* Tweutythree felt that their academic training was
adequate; 19 of the 3^ considered formal training necessary*
(16) Attending professional meetings*
The majority of the respondents* 19* attended pro¬
fessional meetings monthly* seven attended quarterly* four at¬
tended annually* and two had never attended* Thirty-one con¬
sidered their training adequate; 22 (the majority) considered
formal training unnecessary*
(17) Reading professional books and periodicals*
According to the responses* 13 of the respondents read
professional books and periodicals daily* 11 read them weekly*
10 read them monthly* Thirty-five of the total number replying
considered their aoademio training adequate; 19 considered aca¬
demic training necessary*
Duties and Aotivities Pertaining
to the Technical Phases of
School Librarlanshlp
Of the duties and activities pertaining to the technical
phases of school librarianship* all were performed to some ex¬
tend by the majority of the librarians in the sample*
(18) Selecting;
a* Books*
Judging from the returns for Item 18a* the writer feels
that some of the respondents may have misinterpreted its intent*
Sixteen respondents reported that they selected books quarterly*
nine annually* and six monthly* Had the item "ordering books"
been included in the checklist* as distinguished from "selecting
books*" Item 18a would have* in all probability been affected*
The majority of librarians indicated that they selected books
quarterly* Ideally* book selection is a continuous process*
the "raison d'etre" for the Considerations File* while actual
ordering is done at less frequent intervals*
b* Periodicals*
The majority of respondents* 26* indicated that they
selected periodicals annually* This response seems more justi-
fiable than the majority response to Item 18a for two reasons*
(l) It is a common practice in school libraries to submit sub>
soriptions for periodicals to a magazine subscription agency
annually* (2) The output of new periodicals suitable for school
libraries is not nearly so tremendous as the output of new
books} thus* selection of periodicals does not entail the evalu¬
ation of as many titles* Thirty-four respondents considered
their academic training adequate for assuming this responsibility
and all of the respondents in the sample considered academic
training necessary*
o* Audio-visual materials*
The frequency of performance rating given the selection
of audio-visual materials is almost equally distributed between
annually (13 respondents)* quarterly (11 respondents)* and
monthly (ten respondents)* Six had never selected audio-visual
materials* There was no provision in the questionnaire for in¬
dicating the reason when "never" was given as the reply* How¬
ever* the six who answered negatively considered their academic
training adequate for the performance of this responsibility*
There is the possibility that the Materials Bureau in the school
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system assumed this responsihility« or that audio-Tisual ma>
terials are selected and eireulated through a centralised Audio-
Visual Aids Department or Center* as is true in some of the
school systems in the State*
d« Pamphlets*
Majority replies to Item 18d are in the "monthly*
column .13» with an even distribution between quarterly* 10* and
annually* 10* Thirty-three considered their training adequate*
and all of the respondents thought it necessary*
(19) Classifying*
a* Books.
The majority of the replies to the question of frequency
for classifying books is weekly; (13 respondents) eight checked
daily* six monthly* and nine quarterly* Twenty-eight felt their
training was adequate* All of the respondents considered aca¬
demic training necessary for the performance of Item 19a*
b* Audio-Visual materials*
Sixteen* the majority* classified audio-risual materials
quarterly. Six respondents* as was true of Item 18o (Selecting
audio-visual materials)* checked the "never" column* Twenty-
eight considered their academic training adequate; the entire
group thought academic training necessary*
c* Pamphlets*
A factor to be considered in the replies regarding the
classifying of pamphlets is the interpretation given the term
"classifying" by the respondents* They had no way of determining*
except by Item 2hp whether the term implied the use of the Dewey
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Daoimal Classification Schedule, as was true in Item I9&
(Classifying books) or, as might hare been the procedure in
Item 19b (Classifying Audio-Visual materials), or whether the
term “olassifying" meant grouping by subject for inclusion in
the wertioal file* Since it is the policy in some libraries to
elassify certain types of pamphlets in the same manner that
books are classified, there is the possibility that failure on
the part of the writer to elucidate affected the responses to
Item 190* There was an almost equal distribution in frequency
between quarterly, 11, and monthly 10* Seven indicated that
they had never classified pamphlets* Thirty-four thought their
academic training necessary, and the 3^ respondents in the
sample felt that academic training was necessary*
(20) Cataloging!
a* Use of printed cards*
As to frequency of use, the majority, lb, checked the
“weekly" column* Aooorcing to the replies, only four librarians
do not use printed cards* In the opinion of 33 respondents,
their training was adequate; 35 considered formal training
necessary*
b* Simplified cataloging*
Twenty, the majority, indicated that they did simplified
cataloging weekly* Thirty-four felt that their academic train¬
ing was adequate and 35 considered it necessary* An interesting
comment made by one of the two respondents who considered their
training inadequate was that after two semesters of cataloging,
she had forgotten how to simplify it*
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o* Analytics*
The majority of the librarians in the sample indicated
that they never used analytics* The next highest frequency
ratings were six "monthly* and six "annually*" Since the
majority of the respondents used printed catalog cards (see
Item 20a)• in all probability they used Wilson Cards* and this
rating given analytics is accounted for by this factor* Twenty-
seven deemed their academic training adequate* and the entire
group of respondents considered training necessary*
d* Shelf-listing*
The majority* I3* of the librarians in the sample gave
a frequency rating of "weekly" to shelf-listing* As a matter
of fact* the same distribution in frequency rating is given
shelf-listing and the classifying of books (Item 19&) which
might Indicate that the two processes* cataloging and classi¬
fication are carried on simultaneously* as is the recommended
procedure* Thirty-three felt that their aeademio training was
adequate* and 3^* P^r cent thought it necessary*
e* Accessioning*
The distribution of frequency for Item 20e is rather
interesting in that this routine* once considered essential*
has been eliminated in many school libraries because of its
debatable value* Ten respondents indicated that they never ac¬
cessioned books} 10 accessioned books monthly* All of the re¬
spondents agreed on the adequacy of academic training* and the
replies regarding the necessity for academic training were
equally distributed} 18 checked necessary and 18 checked
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unneoessary*
f. Filing cards in the catalog
The majority of respondents checked "weekly." Thirty-
fire considered their academic training adequate; all of the
respondents felt that formal training is necessary*
(21) Taking inventory
Inventory was taken annually by 27 of 'the 37 respond¬
ents* Thirty-six felt that their academic training was ade¬
quate* and 21 of the 3^ considered training necessary*
(22) Keeping circulation files*
Thirty-three, or the majority by far, kept circulation
files daily* Thirty-six considered their training adequate
and 27 considered it necessary.
(23) Weeding the book collection.
Twenty-five, or the majority, weeded the collection
annually; 3^4^ considered their academic training adequate and
29 felt, that training was necessary.
(21+) Organizing the vertical file*
Thirteen respondents, the majority, checked the "monthly"
frequency rating* Thirty-two considered their training neces¬
sary and 31 felt that their training was adequate* An investi¬
gation of the replies of the seven respondents who reported
•never" to Item I90 (Classifying pamphlets) reveals that three
5h
of them rated the frequency of Item 2I4. as monthly, and four as
quarterly*
(25) Repairing hooks*
The majority of the replies to Item 25 were in the
**monthly" column* Twenty-four felt that their training was
adequate, and the majority hy a small margin, I9 to 17» felt
that training was necessary*
(26) Sending hooks to the bindery*
Replies indicate that the majority, 2lxt of the librar¬
ians sent hooks to the bindery annually* Thirty-three con¬
sidered their training adequate, and the majority, 20, felt
that academic training was unnecessary*
(27) Use of professional tools*
Items 27a, h, and o will he analysed in the same para¬
graph, since they are the professional tools used in cataloging
and classification* All of the respondents used the Dewey
Decimal Classification schedule* The highest frequency ratings
were "weekly," 13» s^nd "daily," 12* The 3ears» List of Subject
Headings, or another accepted list, was used hy all of the re¬
spondents* Frequency ratings given hy the majority were weekly,
12 librarians and daily, 10 librarians* On the other hand, the
Cutter Tables are never used by the majority, 26 of the li¬
brarians in the sample* Pour of the 10 who used Cutter numbers
indicated that the tables were used weekly; three indicated
daily use, one monthly, one quarterly, one annually* Thirty-
four of the respondents felt that they had been adequately
trained for using the Dewey Decimal Classification and the Sears
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List of Subject Headings* All of the respondents considered
aoademio training necessary for the use of both Dewey and
Sears* All of the respondents* 3^* felt that they had been
adequately trained in the use of the Cutter Tables* There was
considerable disagreement* however* on the necessity for train¬
ing for use of the Cutter Table] 19 felt that it was unneces¬
sary and 17 felt it necessary. It is probable that the opin¬
ions of the 19 who considered it unnecessary were based on the
fact that it is a common practice in school libraries to use
only the initial of the author's surname rather than an author
number*
Responses to Items 27d-27j* professional tools used
principally in selecting books, will be interpreted in this
paragraph* All of the librarians in the sample* except the one
who was an elementary school librarian* used the Standard Cata¬
log for High Sohool Libraries* As to frequency* most, 15* of
the replies were in the "weekly" oolumn; 10 indicated daily use*
All of the respondents felt that their training was adequate;
30 considered training necessary* All of the respondents used
the Children's Catalog* There is an equal distribution between
"weekly" and "annually" in regard to frequency of use. All of
the respondents felt that their training was adequate* and 33
considered training necessary* Five librarians in secondary
schools indicated in the margin of the questionnaire that they
used the Children's Catalog in selecting books for retarded and
reluctant readers* Thirty librarians in the sample used the
Basic Book Collection for Senior High Schools; the majority
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indioating weekly use* Thirty-four oonsidered their aoademio
training adequate; "^1 oonsidered it necessary* Five librarians
in the sample stated that the Basic Book Colleotion for Ele¬
mentary Grades was omitted from the list and indicated that
they used it to a great extent* Although the list of pro¬
fessional tools is by no means intended to be exhaustive, the
writer cannot justify the omission of the Basic Book Collection
for Elementary Grades* Majority response^'to frequency of use
of the List of Books for Elementary School Libraries of South
Carolina and the List of Books for Junior and Senior High
School Libraries of South Carolina were identical; 12 respondents
indicated weekly use of both lists, and 11 respondents indicated
monthly use of both lists* Twenty-nine oonsidered their train¬
ing adequate and 22 felt that training was necessary* The ma¬
jority of the librarians, 12, used the Booklist monthly; 11
indicated that they never use this tool* Thirty-one felt that
their training was adequate and 3^ oonsidered training necessary*
When the questionnaires were submitted, the Booklist and Sub-
soription Books Bulletin were separate publications; conse¬
quently, they were listed separately on the checklist* However,
it is interesting to note the similarity in replies regarding
their use* Thirteen respondents indicated that they never used
Subscription Books Bulletin, as compared with 11 who never used
Booklist * Thirty-one considered their training in its use
adequate, and 34 felt that training was necessary*
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Duties Pertaining to Serviees to
Pupils and Teachers
With the relatively new eonoept of sohool library
servioe in which the emphasis is on serviees to the pupils and
teachers which constitute its clientele* it is apparent that
the responses to the items in this section of the questionnaire
are of utmost importance*
(28) Guiding and stimulating pupil's reading byj
a* Storytelling.
Singularly* there is an almost equal distribution in
the replies of the respondents between those who never told
stories* l6* and those who made daily use of storytelling*
Five librarians* four of whom were working or have worked in
combined elementary and secondary sohool libraries* indicated
that they told stories weekly. The two respondents who had
served as full-time elementary sohool librarians both wrote
opposite Item 28a in the oheoklist* "during scheduled library
periods." Twenty-seven librarians felt that their training has
been adequate* and 29 felt that training is necessary*
b* Reading aloud.
The majority* l6* of the respondents indicated that they
never read aloud) 10 checked weekly* seven checked daily* two
monthly* and one annually. It would be of interest to the
writer to know the occasion on which this one respondent read
aloud annually. Twenty-seven felt that their training was ade¬
quate* and 29 considered training necessary*
e. Informal advice and suggestions*
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Thirty-four of the 38 librarians oheoked the "daily*
column for informal adTioe and suggestions as a means of stimu¬
lating pupils* reading* Thirty felt that their training was
adequate and 35 considered it necessary*
(29) Publicity through bulletin boards, posters, et cetera*
Items 29~38 could have been included as sub-topics
under Item 28; for example. Publicity through bulletin boards,
posters, et cetera, as a device for guiding and stimulating
pupils* reading* However, they were listed as separate items
in the checklist* Twenty-six respondents, the majority, indi¬
cated that they made weekly use of bulletin boards and posters;
33 considered their training adequate, and 29 felt that training
was necessary*
(30) Writing book reviews for the school paper*
The majority of replies to Item 30* 15* were negative*
Nine of the 13 respondents who cheeked "never" wrote in the
margin of the questionnaire, "No school paper*" It is reason¬
able to assume that replies of the six respondents who did not
give a reason are similarly affected* Nine respondents checked
the "monthly" column for Item 30* eight checked "quarterly."
Six of the group who chocked "monthly" indicated in varying
phraseology that they edited pupil reviews* Thirty-one felt
that their training was adequate; 29 considered training neces¬
sary*
(31) Giving book talks at assembly*
Sixteen, the majority, of the respondents chocked "an¬
nually* for Item 31-* This frequency rating might be an
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indication that the book talks were given in connection with
or as a part of the observance of "Book Week*" Ten librarians
noted that they never gave book talks. Twenty-four of the 3^
considered their training adequate. An observation made by the
investigator is that six of the 10 who never gave book talks
felt that their training was inadequate. Thirty-five re¬
spondents felt that training was necessary.
(32) Keeping pupils* reading records.
The majority of the responses to Item 30 were in the
"never* column. The largest number of affirmative replies in
any one of the frequency categories was five in the daily column
Nineteen, the majority by a small margin, felt that their train¬
ing was adequate. Thirty respondents considered training neces¬
sary.
(33) Observing reading interests, abilities, and disabilities.
Twenty-seven, the majority, indicated that they observed
reading interests, abilities, and disabilities daily. It is
interesting to compare the frequency ratings given Item 33
Item 200 (Guiding and stimulating pupils* reading by informal ad
vice and suggestions)* Both items, which imply that services
to pupils involve giving attention to individual pupils, re¬
ceived very high "daily" ratings. None of the librarians in the
sample gave a negative reply to this duty. Thirty-four librari¬
ans noted that their training was adequate] 29 considered train¬
ing necessary.
(3I]) Selecting materials for special groups.
Fourteen librarians, the majority, responded that they
6o
selected materials for special groups daily* 10 selected ma¬
terials weekly, 11 monthly, one quarterly. Thirty-two con¬
sidered their training adequate; 3^» the entire sample, con¬
sidered it necessary.
(33) Administering and making use of reading tests.
The majority of the respondents, 21 did not administer
and make use of reading tests. The majority, 20, considered
their training inadequate. Twenty-nine felt that training was
necessary. The largest number of affirmatiwe replies to Item
35 in the "annually" column.
(36) Preparing reading lists.
Eighteen librarians prepared reading lists monthly, 12
weekly, four daily, two annually. All of the librarians felt
that their training was adequate, and 29 felt that training was
necessary.
(57) Celebrating "Book Week"
Since "Book Week" is celebrated annually, one can be
assured that the frequency ratings to Item 37 nre completely
reliable. Thirty-five librarians checked "annually;" one
checked "never." The one respondent who checked never con¬
sidered her academic training inadequate. Twenty-two librarians
felt that academic training was necessary.
(38) Sponsoring a book club or a reading club.
Although the frequency rating given this activity was
not used in the checklist, the majority of the respondents, 21,
indicated that they assumed the responsibility for this activity
bi-monthly. The inference may be that the clubs meet bi-monthly.
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Thirty-two librarians considered their aeademio training ade¬
quate* 33 considered training necessary* It is interesting to
note that the three respondents who felt that training was un¬
necessary did not sponsor a book club or a reading club*
(39) Teaching the use of the library#
The three sub-topics (items 39*^“39o) which have been
listed under "Teaching the use of the library" will be analysed
jointly. The majority of the librarians* 29* taught the use of
the library through "informal individual instruction" (Item 39'b) J
daily use was made of this technique. Only eight librarians
indicated that they gave "formal" lessons; no correlation with
curriculum activities" (item 39®) J frequency ratings varied
from weekly* five* to annually* one# Twenty-six indicated that
they taught the use of the library "in cooperation with teach¬
ers;" the highest frequency rating given by this group of re¬
spondents was "daily*" I9 respondents. Seven of the nine re¬
spondents stated in varying phraseology that they were aware of
the necessity for cooperating with teachers* but that they had
not suooeeded in getting the teachers to cooperate. According
to the majority of responses regarding adequacy of training*
the respondents felt capable of teaching the use of the library.
The 3^ respondents oonsidered training neoessary for Items 39a
(In cooperation with teachers) and 3915 (Informal, individual
instruction)# Thirteen gave no response to the need for aca¬
demic training for Item 39® (formal lessons; no correlation with
curriculum activities)#
(I4.O) Assisting in vocational guidance#
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Sixteen respondents noted that they gare daily as¬
sistance in Tooational guidance; nine checked monthly* four
annually* three weekly* and three quarterly. Only one re¬
spondent checked “never.* Twenty-seven considered their train¬
ing adequate and 32 considered academic training necessary.
(lt-1) Assisting in social guidance.
Thirty* the majority of the librarians* assisted in
social guidance. The one who checked “never* stated that she
had not been able to establish rapport with the pupils to the
extent that she felt inclined to give personal advice* and that
her book collection was too limited in this area to use that
medium. Thirty-four respondents considered their training both
adequate and necessary.
(14.2) Assisting teachers in project making.
Twenty-six librarians assisted teachers in project
making* the majority of whom performed this duty monthly. In
the opinions of 30# their training was adequate. Twenty-eight
considered training necessary.
(14.3) Assisting teachers in lesson planning.
Seventeen* the majority* indicated that they had never
assisted teachers in lesson planning* 10 of whom stated that
the teachers never gave them the opportunity to do so. Of those
who did assist teachers in lesson planning* 11 gave a frequency
rating of "weekly* to this item. Twenty-one felt that their
academic training was adequate* and 26 considered training
necessary.
(144.) Assisting pupils in the use of reference tools.
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There was complete agreement on the frequency rating
given this itemj the 36 librarians checked the "daily" column.
In the opinion of 30* their academic training was adequate and
36 considered training necessary.
(i(.3) Answering reference questions for teachers.
Although this comparison may have no appreciable sig¬
nificance. the proportion of librarians. 31* answered
reference questions for teachers daily is considerably larger
than those who assisted teachers in project making (item US) or
in lesson planning (item 14.3)* It at least indicates that some
teachers were "library conscious." Thirty respondents felt that
their academic training was adequate. All of the respondents.
36. felt that training was necessary.
(14.6) Assisting pupils with reference problems.
The 36 respondents assisted pupils with reference prob¬
lems daily. Thirty considered their training adequate. All of
the respondents felt that training was necessary.
(14.7) Notifying teachers of new books and other materials.
The majority of the librarians indicated that they noti¬
fied teachers of new books and other materials monthly. All of
them considered their training adequate. Nineteen, the majority,
thought that academic training was unnecessary. The comment of
one respondent was that Item U7 should be stressed in the train¬
ing program as a device for stimulating library usage, but the
mechanics involved need not be taught.
(14.8) Becoming familiar with school texts and recognising their
function in relation to library service.
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The majority of the replies to Item i+S, 2k» indicate
that this was done annually* Thirty-six considered their aca¬
demic training adequate* and 3U deemed it necessary*
(11.9) Maintaining professional oolleotions for teachers*
There was wide variation in the frequency rating given
this items however* the majority of the librarians indicated
that they performed this duty annually* Thirty-four felt con¬
fident about their academic training; 33 felt that training was
necessary *
(30) Visiting classrooms*
Classrooms were visited weekly by I5 librarians* Thir¬
teen indicated that they never visited classrooms* Eight of the
13 irho do not visit gave as their reasons the fact that they
were not invited* Twenty-nine considered their academic train¬
ing adequate*
(31) Observing pupils' study habits (e*g* * defects in note¬
taking) *
The majority* 32* of the librarians indicated that they
observed pupils' study habits daily* Thirty-five regarded their
training as adequate* Twenty-five considered training necessary*
Miscellaneous Duties and Activities
Some of the duties and activities listed as miscellaneous
are not generally considered a part of the school librarian's
job* Nevertheless* as the replies reveal* some of the librarians
have had to assume the responsibility for one or more of the
duties listed*
(32) Supervising study hall*
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Thirty-one librarians indicated that they had at some
time supervised study halls daily. Seventeen of the stated
that they no longer supervised study halls. Four indicated
that because of the lack of voluntary attendance in the library
and the lack of motivation of library use on the part of teach¬
ers, they had again supervised study halls. Replies to adequacy
of training and necessity for training were very incomplete.
(55) Serving as home room teacher.
Seventeen respondents had served as home room teachers.
Replies regarding adequacy of training and the necessity for
training were incomplete.
(3h~37) Because of the limited number of respondents who per¬
formed these duties. Items 3h“31 will be treated from the view¬
point of frequency of mention rather than frequency of perfor¬
mance. Fourteen respondents had been assigned the duty of
supervising the playground, eight had supervised the rental of
textbooks, seven had assisted in the lunch program (five stated
that they punched lunch tickets at intervals), and three had
served as substitute teachers. Replies as to adequacy of train¬
ing (respondents had received no formal training for the per¬
formance of these duties) and adequacy of training were too in¬
complete to warrant their inclusion in this analysis.
(58) Scheduling audio-visual equipment.
Scheduling audio-visual equipment should perhaps have
been listed as an administrative duty. Nevertheless, it was in¬
cluded in the checklist as a miscellaneous duty. Twenty-four
librarians had the responsibility for scheduling audio-visual
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equipment. The majority (15 respondents) performed this duty
weekly. Twelve have never scheduled audio-visual equipment.
Twenty-seven considered their training adequate. Thirty felt
that training was necessary.
(59) Operating audio-visual equipment.
Operating audio-visual equipment might have been in¬
cluded in the list of technical duties. Seventeen librarians
indicated that it was their responsibility to operate audio¬
visual equipment or to supervise its operation by pupil as¬
sistants. Seven of the 17 performed this duty weekly* five
daily* three monthly* and two quarterly. Nineteen respondents
had never operated audio-visual equipment. Nineteen respondents
felt that their training was inadequate. Thirty-one considered
training necessary.
(60) Bus duty.
Fourteen respondents had been assigned to bus duty.
There were no replies regarding adequacy of training. Thirty-
three felt that formal training was unnecessary.
(61) Participating in community activities.
All of the respondents indicated that they participated
in community activities. Frequency of performance and/or re¬
sponsibility for this activity ranged from monthly* 12 re¬
spondents* and weekly* 11 respondents to annually* three re¬
spondents* Replies regarding the adequacy of and the necessity
for training were incomplete.
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A Comparison of the Content of Library SerTlce Courses With
the Duties and AotiTities Performed by Respondents
This seotlon of the Chapter is not to he a oomprehensiTe
documentary analysis of course outlines# This type of analysis
could, in all probability, form the basis for another study*
However, outlines for each course have been compared with the
checklist of duties and activities previously analyzed* The
first section of this Chapter gives some indication as to which
duties and activities may be omitted in the training program
and which should be emphasised in greater or lesser degree*
The purpose of this section is to determine that course content
which is more closely related to the duties and activities*
The following objectives, taken from course outlines,
are listed in the sequence in which the courses are numbered*
Children* s Literature (Library Service 20I4.)
The purposes of this course are* (l) to familiarize the
prospective librarian and/or the prospective teacher with the
field of children* s literature so that he may effectively use
the wide variety of materials available in his work with
children, (2) to develop skill in the presentation of litera¬
ture to ehildren, (3) to acquaint the student with criteria,
aids, and tools used in selecting book and non-book materials,
with children's reading interests, the historical background of
children's literature, illustrators of children's books, and
techniques for stimulating ehildren to read*
Bibliography and Reference (Library Service 301-302)
Tne major purposes of this course are the followingi
A* Development of skill in the use of reference materials.
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inoludlng t
1* A knowledge of reference sources*
2* Ability to analyse a reference question*
5* Ability to select and use the appropriate referenoe
materials*
B* Development of judgment in the selection and acquisition of
reference materials* inoludingi
1* Familiarity with sources of information about
referenoe materials of different types*
2* A knowledge of the requirements of good reference
materials of eaoh type*
C* Development of the necessary skills and techniques of
referenoe work to be able to guide elementary and high
school students into independent searching.
Book Selection (Library Service ivOO)
The purposes of this course are the followingt
1* To increase knowledge of books through reading and
thorough examination of a number of titles*
2* To formulate standards for evaluation in relation
to users*
3* To present the sources of reliable information on
books* periodioals* and other materials*
I4.* To increase the students' knowledge of publishers*
book lists* editions* et cetera*
3* To indicate techniques for developing a closer re¬
lationship between the library and the classroom*
6* To give a knowledge of order routines and procedures*
Administration of School Libraries (Library Service Uoi)
The purposes of this course are:
1* To understand the aims and objectives of the school
library in relation to the general educational aims
of the school* and to learn the functions by which the
school library fulfills these objectives*
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2» To inTestigate means of integrating the library
and the school in order to promote the better use
its facilities.
3» To aid the prospective school librarian, elementary
and secondary, in setting up and stating policies
of administration.
U. To investigate various methods of procedure in or¬
ganizing and administering school library service.
5» To help to develop attitudes and skills for leader¬
ship in a program of effective elementary or
secondary school library service.
Books for Young People (Library Service h03)
The objectives of this course arei
1. To acquaint prospective librarians and/or teachers
with materials adaptable to meeting the needs of
adolescent s.
2. To acquaint the student with those characteristics
of adolescence which affect their reading interests
and habits.
3* To suggest methods of guidance in the use of ma¬
terials.
Practice Work (Library Service U0I4.)
Purposes of this course aret
1. To give the student opportunity to observe in an
actual school library situation.
2. To give the student opportunity to get practical
experience in a school library under the super¬
vision of a trained school librarian.
Cataloging and Classification (Library Service i1.05~l4.O6)
The objectives of this course are:
1. To give the student a knowledge of principles of and
techniques used in cataloging and classifying books.
2. To give the student a knowledge of tools and aids
used in cataloging and classifying books.
A comparison of the topical outlines for these courses
and the duties and activities for which the majority of
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respondents considered academic training necessary revealed
that the course content used most was that dealing with
services to pupils and teaoherSf the selection of materials,
the use of materials, and the organisation of the school lihrary*
Specific topics related to those duties and activities
are listed under the categories or areas mentioned in the pre¬
vious sentence* In addition to the topics, the course outlines
from which they were taken are noted.
Services to pupils and teachers:
Reading guidance function of
the school library Administration of
School Libraries
Reference work with pupils • . • Administration of
School Libraries
Reference work with teachers • • Administration of
School Libraries
Librarian-teacher cooperation • Administration of
School Libraries
Techniques of bibliographio
work ••*..*•....•.• Administration of
School Libraries
Pupil conduct in the library . • Administration of
School Libraries
Pupil attendance Administration of
School Libraries
Professional and routine duties .Administration of
School Libraries
Pupil assistants * Administration of
School Libraries
Instruction in library use ... Administration of
School Libraries
Story-telling, reading aloud,




The Seleotioa of materials:
Criteria and standards for
ehildren’s books
Basic aids in the seleotion of
books for children
Aids in the selection of library-
materials
Techniques of selection ....
Reading interests of children .
Reading interests, needs, and
abilities of adolescents ...
Types of reference books ...
Award books •
Award books for children • •
Books leading in interest and
popularity




Stimulating pupil use of
materials ••.....
Increasing the interests of
children in good stories and
good books
Developing skills and techniques


























Referenoe questions and the types
of souroes to be consulted • • • • Bibliography and
Reference
Books to meet the special in¬
terests of adolescents •*•.«• Books for Young
Poop le
Books to meet curricular needs • • Books for Young
People
Book exhibits and displays ...» Children's Literature
Publicity • • Administration of
School Libraries
Organisation of the school library*
Classification and the Dewey
Decimal Classification Schedule . •Cataloging and
Classification
Subject entry .Cataloging and
Classification




Business records and routines . . .Administration of
School Libraries
Circulation of books and other
materials • .. Administration of
School Libraries
Those topics involTing principles, theories, and back¬
ground information ranked lowest in relation to the checklist of
duties and activities. Topics of this type include the follow-
ingt
Historical development of school
libraries in general ..... . • Administration of
School Libraries
Rise and development of school




Eduoatlonal patter* and library aims • Administration of
School Libraries
External control and relationships
of the school library •••••••• Administration of
School Libraries
Application of school library standards
and the evaluation of the school
library •• Administration of
School Libraries
Although the topics listed above are not high in
"activity value," their inclusion in course outlines can be
justified* For example, a knowledge of the historical develop¬
ment of libraries in general and a knowledge of the rise and
development of school library service in the United States are
needed for basic understanding of the work* A knowledge of
educational patterns and methods and their implications for
school library service is essential for effective librarian-
teacher relationships* Sources of financial support, relation¬
ships of the superintendent and the board ojf trustees, and the
availability of advisory and other types of services from various
agencies are matters of importance conoerning which the school
librarian should be well informed* Knowledge of school library
standards is necessary for self-evaluation and for serving on
evaluation committees* A knowledge of the history of children's
literature gives one perspective in judging and selecting ma¬
terials* A knowledge of technical terminology is essential, and
theoretical principles are needed to give coherence and unity
to a course*
Some of the duties and activities listed have very little
significance for academic training, except possibly in the
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astablishmen'b of professional attitudes toward the duty or
aotiwity* Examples are t attending professional meetings*
•erwing on curriculum and other school committees, cooperating
with the Parent-Teacher Association and other organisations,
and participating in community aotiwities.
From this comparison of course content with duties and
activities, it is evident that the significant activities for
which training is necessary have been included in the content
of the library service courses taken by the majors in the De¬
partment*
Opinions Regarding the Undergraduate Program
Part I, Section C of the questionnaire asked for
opinions regarding the undergraduate program* Despite the fact
that only three of the respondents have held positions in areas
of librarianship other than in public school libraries (see
Table 3)* the majority stated that the undergraduate program
should not be geared exclusively toward school librarianship*
Their main reasons for this opinion are expressed in the state¬
ments below:
"Courses should bo incorporated which will give pro¬
spective librarians opportunity to choose an area of speciali¬
zation."
"Some basic training in the inter-relation of library
service seems vital."
"The undergraduate program should also emphasize public
and college library service as a basis for further study."
"There are job opportunities in other areas."
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■l find that thore are quite a few openings in technical
libraries, and personally had I had the training, I would be
employed now."
Although some of the preceding statements may be of
questionable value as a measure of facts, they do represent at¬
titudes. Eight of the 11 felt that the program should be
geared exclusively toward school librarianship. In summary,
their reasons are the following} (1) the demand for certified
librarians in the State exceeds the supply, (2) opportunities
in this locality are extremely limited in other areas of li-
brarianship, (5) more intensive and more effective training can
be given if one area of specialisation is emphasised.
In reply to the question, "Should the basic library
service courses be the same for teacher-librarians as for full¬
time librarians," 2i4. respondents checked, "Yes, very definitely,"
and seven checked "Yes, to some extent." The 13 respondents
who have been employed as teacher-librarians felt that there
should be no dichotomy in training.
Regarding the field work period, 35 librarians stated
that it was beneficial; one gave no reply. A follow-up question
regarding the field work period was worded thusi "If your an¬
swer to the previous question is *Yes,' in what specific ways
did your field work help you on the job?" Table 9 gives a sum¬
mary of the number of replies to this question.
As Table 9 reveals, "service to pupils" received the
largest number of affirmative replies. However, with the ex¬
ception of "other areas," there was very little variation in the
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lumber of afflrnatire replies* It is erident that the majority
>f respondents oonsidered the field work experience beneficial
Ln all of the areas listed*
TABLE 9
REPLIES FROM RESPONDENTS ON THE TALUE
OF THEIR FIELD WORK EXPERIENCE
Areas in Which the Field Number of Replies in
Work Experience Helped on the Affirmative
the Job
Service to pupils 36
Administration 3U
Cataloging and Classification .... 33
Reference Work 29
Service to Teachers ......... 27
Maintaining discipline ....... 20
^Other areas ......... 3
^Other areas enumerated were extra-curricular
activities, publicity, and working with people.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The data in this study revealed that the majority of
positions held by the graduates of the Library Service Depart¬
ment were positions as full-time secondary school librarians
and that a sufficient number had served as teacher-librarians
to determine whether a distinction in the amount of training
needed by teacher-librarians is justified* Thirty-six per cent
of the respondents had done graduate study in library service*
two having received advanced degrees*
Very few of the undergraduate courses in the Humanities*
the Social Soienees* and the Pure Seiences were considered "Of
little use" by the respondents* Courses in the field of Educa¬
tion were considered of utmost importance* Courses in which
the respondents indicated inadequacies in academic training
were Adolescent Psychology* Public Speaking* Curriculum Develop¬
ment and the Teaching of Reading* The course considered "Of
little use" by the largest number of respondents was Philosophy;
it is no longer required in the curriculum for library service
maj ors*
All of the duties and activities included in the check¬
list were performed by some of the respondents; the greatest
variations were in frequency of performance* Duties and activi¬
ties representing actual service to pupils and teachers were
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given the highest "performance" ratings. Course content whioh
has proven most helpful in terms of duties and activities per¬
formed by the respondents may be categorised ast (l) Services
to pupils and teachers, (2) the selection of materials, (3)
the use of materials, and (14.) the organisation of the school
library.
Although the sample was not large enough nor sufficiently
representative to measure adequately the praetioes among other
school librarians, the sample was adequate enough to accomplish
the major purpose of this study. Judging from the majority of
replies in the oheeklist of duties and activities regarding the
adequacy of their academic training, in addition to other evi¬
dence presented, the Library Service Department is meeting the
on-the-job requirements of its graduates.
Other conclusions whioh can be drawn from the material
presented are the following!
fhe wide range of aoademio subjects (excluding library
indicates the need for a broad general background.
Prospective school librarians need professional courses
in the field of education, especially is this true of
the "Materials and Methods" courses. Although there
were too few elementary school librarians in the sample
to give evidence of the need for this course, it is pro¬
posed that the course, "Materials and Methods of Teach¬
ing in the Elementary School" be included in the cur¬
riculum as an elective and recommended to those students
who are interested in library positions in elementary
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schools* With the inoreasing number of library facili¬
ties being provided in elementary schools and with ele¬
mentary school library standards in the process of
being adopted in the State, it is very likely that there
will be more positions available at the elementary level
within the next few years than there are at present*
Although the evidence may not be entirely conclusive,
a comparison of the replies of those respondents who
had held positions as teacher-librarians revealed no
significant differences in their duties and activities*
Consequently, the writer feels that support has been
given Brsted’s^ hypothesis, "That the existing dichotomy
of training for teacher-librarians (part-time librarians)
and for professional school librarians (full-time li¬
brarians) should be discontinued*"
The percentage of graduates of the Department who have
attended graduate library schools indicates that the
undergraduate program is not intended to be a terminal
program* The trend is toward acceptance by graduate
library schools of credit for undergraduate courses in
library service should give evidence that the under¬
graduate program is structured as one on which the fifth
year might be based* Furthermore, it is evident that
the undergraduate program in library education at South
Carolina State College is effectively serving as a re¬
cruiting device for graduate library schools*








!• Experienoet Please indicate types of positions which you hare





ibrarian T eaoher-Librarian Other







2* If you were not employed as a librarian during any year be¬
tween 1949/51^ and ly5U/55» please check (X) reasons
Job not available in locality
‘Uarriage and family responsibilities
Work or Working conditions unfavorable
Preferred another type of work
‘other reasons, please specify
3* If you were employed as a teacher-librarian during any school
term between 19iv9/50 and 193h/33» please check the following
quest ions t






What subject courses did you teach?
Social Studies
English







1* Have you done graduate study in library service? Yes No




One semester (winter session)
One full year (winter session)
^Other, Please describe
3» Have you earned an advanced degree in library service?
Yes Ho
U* Were you given credit hours for undergraduate courses?
Y es No
5* If you were given credit hours for undergraduate courses*






6* In your opinion, did the undergraduate training which you
received serve as an effective basis for graduate work?
Yes, Yes, with
without doubt certain reservations Not at all
Section C
Please check your opinion on the following questions
relative to the undergraduate work*
!• Should the undergraduate program be geared exclusively to¬
ward school librarianship? Yes No
Please give reasons for your answer*
2« Should the basic library service courses be the same for
teacher librarians as for full-time librarians?
Yes, very definitely Yes, to an extent Not at all
• Is the field work period beneficial? Yes No3
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If your answer to the previous question is ’’Tes,” in what
speoifio ways did field work help you on your johT
In administration
In reference work '
In cataloging and classification
In service to teachers '




Schedule II - A
Direotionst This oheoklist Is designed to answer three ques-
tionst (1) As a school librarian* how frequently
do you perform the duties and activities listed be¬
low, (2) Was the training which you received in
the undergraduate program adequate for the per¬
formance of these duties and activities? (3) Is
formal training necessary for each of these, or are
there some items listed which can be picked up by
experience on the job? Please check (X) in the
column which indicates your response*
Ifreqtjenc Y 0F USE ICAITRA )EMIC:n ing
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P. T • A.
Professional organizations






















Piling cards in catalog
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DUTIES AND ACTIVITIES

































Sending books to bindery
Use of professional tools*
Devey Decimal Classifica¬
tion
Sears List of Subject
Headings or other accepted
lists
Cutter Tables
Standard Catalog for High
School Libraries
Children's Catalog
Basic Book Collection for
Senior High Schools
List of Books for Elementary
School Libraries of South
Carolina
List of Books for Junior and
















































C Inadeauate Necessary Unnecessary
Writing book reviews for the
school paper











Sponsoring a book club or a
reading club
Teaching the use of the library
In cooperation with teachers
Informal, individual in¬
struction




Assisting in social guidance
Assisting teachers in
project making
Assisting teachers in lesson
planning































<D Adeauate Inadequate ..Necessary.. Unnecessaiy
Notifying teachers of new
books and other materials
Becoming familiar with school
texts and recognising their










Serving as home room teacher
Supervising the rental of
textbooks
Assisting in lunch program










Sohedule II - B
Directionst Please check (X) in the column which indicates the
importance of the following courses in school












































































History and Philosophy of
Education
Materials and Methods of
Teaching in the Elementary
School
Materials and Methods of
Teaching in the Secondary
School
Curriculum Development
The Teaching of Reading
APPENDIX B
LETTERS SENT TO GRADUATES
Library Service Department
South Carolina State College
Orangeburg, South Carolina
Dear
This is an urgent plea for your cooperation in a study
which I am attempting in partial fulfillment for a master's
degree in library service* The enclosed questionnaire, which
I am asking that you return at your very earliest convenience,
will serve as the basis for this study.
The study proposes to be an evaluation of the curriculum
of the Library Service Department of South Carolina State Col¬
lege in relation to the on-the-job needs of graduates of the
Department, as well as certain other incidental considerations.
With apologies for the length of the questionnaire, I assure
you that filling it out will not be as time consuming as it
might appear, as many questions can bo answered with just a
check mark (X). I am asking, however, that you give earnest
opinions.
The responses you give will bo held in strict confidence
and no identified individual answers will be isolated in my
study when it is written.
We assure you of our continued interest in you.
Very sincerely yours.




South Carolina State College
Orangeburg, South Carolina
Dear
I realise how unappealing and apparently time consuming
a questionnaire can be and how easy it is to put one aside*
Nevertheless, your returning the questionnaire sent you in
July, 1956, will help immeasurably. It (the questionnaire) is
the major device which I am using to collect data for my
thesis, so you see how dependent I am upon your cooperation*
If you have misplaced or disposed of the form sent pre¬
viously, I will be happy to furnish another*
Sincerely yours.
(Mrs*) Bernice 5* Middleton
APPENDIX C
LIBRARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT CURRICULUM




French or German 101 • . 3









French or German 201 • • 3
History lol 3
Music 103 . . ^ . 3
Chemistry lOl • • . • • h




Sociology 101 • • • • « 3
History 206 . . . • . 3
Library Service 30I • • 3




Library Service I4.OO • • 3
Library Service ii-Ol • • 3
Library Service I4.03 • • 3
Education 3U7b . • • • • 3





French or German 10 2 • 3
Biology lol h
Mathematics lUl • • • • 3
Physical Education 102
or
Military Soienoe 101 • 2
Health Education 101 • 3.
17 or TE
English 201b 3
French or German 202 • 3
History 102 3
Chemistry 102 • • • . I4.




Economics 201a • • • • 3
History 207 .... 3
Library Service 3<J2 • 3
Library Service 305 • 3
Library Service 503 • 3
Elective .... 3
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Library Service I4.02 • 3
Library Service l+OU . 6
Education 300a .... 3









French or German 101 • 3
Biology lu3 k
Art 101 3




French or German 201 • 3
Chemistry 101***** U
Music 103 3





Economics 105 or Philosophy
301 or Sociology 201 3
History I03 3
Education 306 3
Library Service 3^1 • • • 3
Psychology 304 • • . • . 3
Elective 3
Senior
Library Service lt.00 • • 5
Library Service I4.OI • • 3
Library Service k03 • • 3




English 102 . . . • 3
French or German 102 3
Biology 101 • » . . I|.
Mathematics lol • • 3
Physical Education
102 • • • « 1
Health Education lul 3
English 202 • . . . 3
French or German 202 3
Chemistry 102 •• • I|.
Library Service 2UJ4. 3
Physical Education
20 2 1
History 102 • • . . 3
Business Administra¬
tion 1024. • . . . 0
History I024. .... 3
Library Service 302 3
Psychology 505 • • 3
Education 308 ... 5
Electives .... 6
Library Service 24.024. 6




USEFULNESS OF UNDERGRADUATE COURSES





Undereraduate Couraas Essential. OfConsider ableUs 0)aoto 0)4-4 tnO D OfLittle Use OfNo Use Adequate Inadequate
Ameriean Literature 33 3 3h 2
Materials and Methods of
Teaching in the Secon-
dary School 32 h • • « • • < # • • 29 6
Public Speaking 32 h • • • • # « • • • 17 29
English Literature 31 5 • • ♦ • • • • • • 3k 2
Ameriean Government 30 h 2 • • • • • • 25 11
Curriculum Development 2y 7 15 9
General Psychology 28 5 3 • • • • • • 3k 1
Rhetoric and Composition 28 5 3 • e e • • • 27 9
United States History 28 6 2 • • • • • • 33 3
Personal and Community
Hygiene 27 6 2 • • • • • • 3k 2
Geography 26 6 2 • • • • • • 25 11
Teaching of Reading 26 2 1 • • • • • • 3 27
Adolescent Psychology 25 9 1 # • » • • • 13 23
Ancient History 25 6 3 2 30 6















DfSome Use pfLittle pse pfNo Use Adequate In¬ adequate
Medieval History 25 6 3 2 • • • 30 6
Child Psychology 23 10 1 3 • • • 27 9
General Mathematios 22 7 k 3 32 U
Comparative Governments 22 2 k 8 • • • 2i+ 12
Politioal Seienoe 22 8 5 1 • • » 19 17
History and Philosophy
of Eduoation 21 11 3 • • • .1. 2y 7
C hemistry 16 10 8 2 • * • 28 6
Bot any 15 10 11 • • • • • • 36 0
Economies 15 k 15 2. . • • « 3k 2
Zoology 15 10 11 # • • • « « 36 0
Uaterials and Methods of
Teaching in the Ele-
mentary School li^ 7 5 3 2 16 15
Tests and Measurements lii 5 8 2 3 27 5
Art Appreciation 13 9 12 1 1 30 6
French 13 8 5 3 U 29 k
Music Appreciation 11 9 15 1 1 30 6
German 6 5 2 6 k 20 3





















































Books 5 • » 1 6 16 7 • • • 31 5 56 •
Periodioals 2 2 2 26 3k 2 36 •
Audio-Visual materiali i2 k 10 11 13 6 27 9 56 •
Pamphlet s 1 2 13 10 10 • • • 55 3 55 • 4
Classifying:
B ooks 8 13 6 9 • • 4 • • « 28 8 36 •
Audio-Visual materials 2 h h 16 U 6 28 8 36 • 4
Pamphl et s h 1 10 11 3 7 3k 2 36 • 4
C ataloging:
Use of printed cards ! .0 15 1 3 3 i+ 33 5 55 ]
Simplified cataloging 20 1 h 2 3 3k 2 35 ]
Analyt ios h 6 3 h 6 13 27 9 36 • 1
Shelf listing 8 13 6 9 • • • • 35 3 36 • 4
Accessioning 2 5 10 6 3 10 36 • • • 18
Filing cards in
catalog 6 13 7 6 U • • • 55 1 36 • 4
Taking inventory < • • • • i 1 8 27 • • • 56 • • • 21 ]
Keeping circulation
records 33 • • i 1 • « i 2 • • • 36 • « • 27
Weeding book col-
lection < # • • • i 2 6 25 3 3i^ 2 29
Organising vertical
file 3 5 13 6 7 2 52 U 31































Sending books to bindery




• • • 1 1 24 10 55 5 16
float ion
Sears List of Subject
Headings or Other Ao-
12 15 5 5 4 1 54 2 56
oepted Lists 10 12 5 k 5 4 54 2 56
Cutter Tables
Standard Catalog for
5 k 1 1 1 26 56 • • • 17




5 10 7 4 10 6 56 • • • 55
Schools
List of Books for Ele¬
mentary School Li¬
braries of South
h 11 9 2 6 4 54 2 51
Carolina
List of Books for
Junior and Senior High
School Libraries of
k 12 11 5 5 5 29 7 22
South Carolina 3 12 11 5 5 • • • 29 7 22
Booklist.
Subsoriotion Books
h 2 12 6 1 11 51 5 54
Bulletin




1 5 12 6 1 15 51 5 54
Storytelling 15 5 • • • • • i • • • 16 27 9 29
Reading aloud
Informal advice and




3h 2 50 6 55
posters* etc*
Writing book reviews
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Giving book talks at
as sembly
Keeping pupils' read-










making use of reading
Ih 10 11 1 • • • • • •
tests • • • 3 2 10 21
Preparing reading lists 12 18 • • • 2 • • •
Celebrating Book Week
Sponsoring a book olub
35 1
or a reading olub • • • 5 7 • • • • • • 3





19 1+ 3 • • • • • • 9
instruct ion





• • • 5 2 • • • 1 21+
guidance
Assisting in social
16 3 9 3 14 1
guidance
Assisting teachers in
30 2 3 • • • • • • 1
project making
Assisting teachers in
• • • 8 12 3 3 9
lesson planning
Assisting pupils in the
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